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Several themes emerge from the submissions of Scottish Land & Estates, the Scottish 

Tourism Alliance, and the Scottish Government (PE1644 A, B, and C). They are, 

broadly, and in rough order of wordage given to them: economics, environmentalism, 

Scotland’s reputation, non-discrimination between sectors, and public sensitivity. 

 

The economic argument is overwhelmingly dominant, appealing to progressive 

concerns such as rural economies and employment. Environmentalist concepts and 

euphemisms – biodiversity, ‘management’ i.e. selective killing or ‘culling’ of animal 

populations, even the Scottish Government’s ‘commitment to tackling wildlife crime’, are 

all invoked in the course of justifying the violent death of individual animals. Scotland’s 

reputation is mentioned to appeal to both economic and emotional interests. 

Disapproval of ‘discrimination’, usually associated with that between demographic 

human groups, is applied to economic sectors as though they were potential victims of 

oppression.      

 

And it’s interesting that the negative view of sport hunting is acknowledged in both the 

Scottish Tourism Alliance’s and the Scottish Government’s references to the ‘sensitivity’ 

of the issue, with the STA calling for avoidance of ‘overt imagery that might cause 

offence’ in its marketing materials. You might think that, if something is worthwhile, it 

should be promoted with imagery that’s as overt as possible. 

 

However, all these arguments fall before our own – that is, the animal rights 

movement’s – guiding principle, which is that of the moral equality of humans and 

animals. In other words, if you wouldn’t do something harmful to humans you shouldn’t 

do it to animals. 

 

You may say that such an abstract and, at present, publicly unsupported principle 

exceeds both cultural reality and, correspondingly, the scope of the present issue. To 

adhere to it consistently we would have to condemn and urge the outlawing, or at least 

non-support, not only of sport hunting but also of meat-eating and other forms of animal 

consumption and use, so it’s irrelevant here.  

 

However, if we separate out two strands of moral thinking – the consequentialist and the 

virtue-ethicist – we can find grounds for a separate focus on sport hunting. In their 

consequences, both meat-eating and sport hunting kill animals. But in the motives and 

character of the people doing the actions, the latter is worse than the former.  

 



This distinction has a political parallel in the fact that enough people, who are mostly 

meat-eaters, oppose sport hunting to have produced laws against some forms of it in 

both England and Scotland. 

 

 Therefore it’s consistent and legitimate to apply our principle of animal equality, within 

this strand of moral thinking, to the issue of sport hunting, and to ask: would you kill 

humans for the sake of the economy, population management, biodiversity, Scotland’s 

reputation, or non-discrimination between sectors? We maintain that, if the answer is 

no, you shouldn’t kill animals for these purposes either, and should certainly not 

promote such killing through publicity and financial support.  

 

 

  

 

 


